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If you ’re a self-published author and you ’ve 

been thinking about starting your own 

press , I have great news for you !

INTRODUCT ION
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However , as with any business venture , planning 

and making important decisions before you begin 

will help ensure you will be prepared for both the 

rewards , and the challenges , of becoming an 

independent publisher . 

You  don’t  need  a  special  degree  or  license  

to  open  up  shop. You  can  get  started  right  

away.

If you don’t need a license what do you need?

- A commitment to produce books that meet or exceed 

  professional distribution standards . 

 

- A business model that meets the needs of the authors 

  you 'll work with , namely that you can effectively advise and 

  guide them in regards to book production , marketing and 

  distribution .

 

This handbook includes : tips , best practices and trusted 

resources and services that will help you run things as 

smoothly as possible . If you have specific questions , feel free 

to connect with me .

 

EMAIL : marina@thebrooklynwriters .com



3 Skills & Qualities of 

a Successful Indie 

Publisher

This is especially true when you 

have more than one book in 

production. 

Organization, Lots of It!

If you want the books you 

produce to perform well, you'll 

need a quality check at every 

stage of production.

Attention to Detail

For delays and for effectively 

managing key relationships.

Patience, The Saintly Kind

What Does It Take To Become 

A Successful Indie Publisher? 
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Rarely will book production go 

exactly as planned. For this reason, 

aside from team leadership and 

strong communication skills you'll 

need the 3 skills and qualities 

highlighted here. 



As the main point of contact for authors I 

partner with them throughout every phase 

of production and answer all of their 

questions usually within 48 hours.

I run the Brooklyn Writers Project and the 

Brooklyn Writers Press from WeWork NYC, 

WeWork Miami and Starbuck's (I've 

developed an addiction to Coconut Chai 

Tea Lattés. :)

Brooklyn Writers Press 

MODEL

Here's where being a bookworm comes in 

really handy. There's been a lot of change 

in the industry, and it will continue. A.I. 

and blockchain technology are just some 

examples of what's on the horizon.

What's Great About Being an 

Indie Publisher? 
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It's a great career move! You'll be 

immersed in the industry and you'll 

naturally care more about the 

finished product.

If Books are Your Passion

If you enjoy learning and keeping up 

with industry changes, you'll never 

be bored. 

Never A Dull Moment

If you do a good job organizing your 

workflows and production processes 

you can work from anywhere. Even the 

beach!

It's A Portable Business



You will find my favorite learning resources 

in the Resources Section. Every month I 

listen to an industry podcast, read up on 

the latest news or take free and paid 

webinars and online courses. The more you 

learn, the easier the work becomes. 

Brooklyn Writers Press

MODEL

When it comes to managing relationships, 

it helps to have a set rule in place. Don't 

do business with divas and unreasonable 

people. Life is too short. I give my best to 

all of my working relationships, but you 

can't always win. Move on if you have to. 

Even my Author Agreement includes an 

exit strategy for both parties. 

What's Challenging About 

Being an Indie Publisher? 
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Until your workflows are tried-and-

tested you'll likely hit a few 

obstacles. There's plenty of room for 

error. 

Steep Learning Curve

Authors won't always agree with you. 

Contractors will run behind schedule. 

You'll need to keep your cool and be 

proactive. 

Relationship Management

This is especially true once you have 

more than one book in production. 

You'll need to figure out how to 

manage administration, production, 

marketing and distribution 

simultaneously. 

A Lot of Moving Parts



Setting Up Your Press
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Create a Business Plan that Answers The 
Following Questions

What kind of press will you run? 

Traditional, Hybrid model

 

What kinds of genres will you publish? 

The genres you read vs. all of them

 

What will be your mission, vision & goals?

In the beginning focus on the year ahead, project for after.

 

Will you incorporate, LLC or sole proprietor?

It's okay to start as a sole proprietor.

 

How will you develop a Publishing Team? 

Many options for this. Check the resources section.

 

Will you split royalties?

I don't split royalties but you certainly can if you want to.

 

What does the press brand look like?

Colors, Fonts, etc.

 

How many books will you publish per year?

Will you or the author pay for production? 

Who will be the author's point of contact? 

Who will assist you with accounting & legal? 
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PHASES OF PRODUCTION
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PRE-PRODUCTION

The Pre-Production Phase is the best time to prepare 
the author and the production team for the tasks at 
hand. The more you plan before you begin, the more 
smoothly production will go. 
 
Below are the documents I prepare during the pre-
production phase.
 

Author Agreement

Production Timeline

Production Cost Outline

Market Analysis (competitive title review) 

Distribution Plan

Purchase an ISBN block if needed

 



BOOK PRODUCTION
Aside from preparing the manuscript, this is the 
phase where a lot can go wrong or not according to 
plan. Although it helps to pay attention to details, 
ALWAYS, one of the other vital tasks during this 
phase is the creation of the metadata record. I 
recommend having only one Master Metadata 
document that you refer to again and again. This will 
help reduce human error when you enter book data 
into different platforms.
 

Manuscript preparation

Book Cover Design 

ISBN Assignment

Registrations

Metadata Record 



DISTRIBUTION
There are several distribution platforms on the market. 

However to keep things simple for the Brooklyn Writers 

Press I have selected two primary distribution platforms:

 

PublishDrive for global digital distribution and DartFrog 

Books for U.S. independent bookstore distribution. You can 

learn more about them in the Resources section. 

 

For bookstore distribution I use the only 
platform that vets all of the books in its 
catalog. DartFrog is the most affordable 

and efficient method for getting well-
made indie books onto bookstore 

shelves.

I use PublishDrive for global 
digital distribution. It's easy to use, 

has a great reporting platform 
and is an affordable way to sell 
digital books across the globe. 



MARKETING

Create Marketing Plan (based on budget)

Author Platform development

Editorial Calendar planning

Draft marketing pre and post book launch

 

The marketing phase can begin, ideally, at story conception. 

Once a writer has committed to a project, it's never to early to 

begin marketing. You'll have to think about what kind of 

marketing support you can offer your authors. At the Brooklyn 

Writers Press authors receive their own page on the website and 

their books are included in the press' marketing campaign. That 

said, as with all publishers, the authors still need to learn how to 

implement their marketing plans and actively participate in the 

marketing of their work. BWP has partnered with Author 

Connections to help authors develop a marketing plan. 



RESOURCES
DISCLAIMER: Every resource included in this 

handbook has been carefully selected and/or tried-

and-tested. For 'SOME' of these resources the 

Brooklyn Writers Project, at no cost to you, 

may receive an affiliate commission.  

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://publishdrive.com/
https://www.storyrocket.com/
https://www.wework.com/
https://vellum.pub/
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


Why  join  ALLi?

Indie/Hybrid Presses 

can apply to participate

in DartFrog Indie

www.allianceofindependentauthors.org

Aside from hosting this fabulous free conference, ALLi offers reliable and 

helpful information about the latest industry trends and resources. They also 

vet industry services for you. By joining ALLi you'll become part of a 

community of like-minded indie publishing professionals. 

 

FAVORITE ALLi RESOURCES: email newsletter, podcast and Author HQ at 

the London Book Fair. They also have a terrific team who always respond 

promptly to questions or issues.

 

Authors and partners can abide by ALLi's Code of Ethics which represents 

ethics and excellence in indie publishing. 

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://allianceindependentauthors.org/?affid=4005
https://allianceindependentauthors.org/?affid=4005


Why  Join  IBPA?

Indie/Hybrid Presses 

can apply to participate

in DartFrog Indie

www.ibpa-online.org

IBPA offers opportunities to learn, network, 

market, and grow your business. Joining IBPA will 

help boost your success while helping to raise the 

level of professionalism for all indie publishers. 

 

FAVORITE RESOURCES: IBPA University and the  

magazine subscription included with 

membership.

 

The IBPA's Industry Standards Checklist is all 

about professionalism in indie publishing. 

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


BOOKSTORE  DISTRIBUTION  for  Self-Published  

Authors  & Small  Independent/Hybrid  Presses .

Why DartFrog?

Indie/Hybrid Presses 

can apply to participate

in DartFrog Indie

Self-Published 

Authors can  submit their 

books to participate

www.dartfrogbooks.com

DartFrog evaluates and vets every 

book in its catalog. A DartFrog Seal 

of Approval represents the best in 

Indie Publishing. Bookstores in their 

network participate in a 90 day 

marketing campaign. If you want the 

books you publish on store shelves, 

DartFrog is the most affordable and 

efficient way to distribute to indie 

bookstores. 

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


 Indie Publisher Services  

 
Your book should be as polished as a traditionally published book from a 

major publisher. If your book presents a solid first impression, customers are 

more likely to pick it up and take a closer look. 

www.dartfrogbooks.com

The Brooklyn Writers Press partners with DartFrog to streamline the book 

production process. This ensures books are produced to meet the highest 

distribution standards. Your indie press can partner with them too!

book cover design

manuscript formatting

Ingram account setup

PublishDrive account setup

proofreading 

book sell sheets

discounts with Listen Up for audio book production

DartFrog can be your one-stop-shop for Professional:

Editing Services are also available. 

Contact DartFrog Books to learn more. 

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


Want an Easy, Affordable & Beautiful Platform to 

Market Your Author's Books?

www.storyrocket.com

Storyrocket is a FREE platform that connects writers with 

producers, but it's so much more than that! 

A great solution for authors without a platform or just starting out.

Want another 20 Getty images for free? 

Use Discount Code: BWP20G

FREE profile gets you a 

professional online 

media pitch packet for 

your book!

 

Dedicated URL Storyrocket.com/your-book-title

A gorgeous Pitch Package in minutes (book cover, etc.)

Create communities around the book for free

One click promotion of your pitch package on social media

Easy to edit so your authors can manage it themselves

Zero commission: producers deal directly with authors

ANNUAL PLUS PLAN for up to 10 

projects (each gets a URL) and 10 

Getty images to build a dream Cast 

List starts at just $1 per project, per 

month ($120 a year / 92 GPD)

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


Marketing Plans

If you would like to offer your authors marketing support, 

partnering with Author Connections might be a great solution for 

you. Below is an example of a Mini Marketing Plan. If your authors 

prefer a customized plan that can also be developed for them.

www.authorconnections.com

15 minute consultation

Position statement

Suggested cover letter for bloggers & reviewers

Back cover summary and author bio edit (must have draft)

3:3 launch strategy intro

Book2Look DIY biblet (username & password 24/7 access, easy 

biblet creation/usage checklist, online DIY user guide)

Custom target audience list: 3 layers Facebook, Twitter and/or 

LinkedIn 

Suggested keyword SEO hashtag list

Learn more on the Website

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


On the following pages I have included 

screenshots which will help you see how I 

have set up my press behind-the-scenes. 

 

I have included worksheets and file 

organization you may want to model. As 

with all things, you can make the 

necessary modifications to make 

them work for you.

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

INDIE PUBLISHER
SAMPLE DOCUMENTS

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

FILE ORGANIZATION

Organization begins with your filing system. 

You'll save lots of time if you set up your filing system 

before you begin book production.  In my case, 

organization is even more important because the 

Brooklyn Writers Press is a subsidiary of the Brooklyn 

Writers Project. I have to manage the podcast, 

marketing and teaching platforms separately. 

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

FILE ORGANIZATION

You can change files to suit your own preferences, but 

do your best to ensure you know where all of these 

elements live on your computer. This will also help when 

you're ready to hire someone to help you manage the 

production process. 

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

 ISBN LOG

Although you will have a record of your ISBN assignments at 

my identifiers.com I prefer a less cluttered log to refer to which 

is why I created this document. Also every once in a while sites 

go offline so I like having an easy to refer to backup.

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

PRODUCTION TIMELINE

It's good to have a frame of reference for how long each task 

will take to complete. As I noted earlier, delays are not 

uncommon but having. a schedule will help keep you, the 

author and team members on track. 

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

PRODUCTION TIMELINE

It's good to have a frame of reference for how long each task 

will take to complete. As I noted earlier, delays are not 

uncommon but having. a schedule will help keep you, the 

author and team members on track. 

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

PRODUCTION TIMELINE

MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION

It's good to have a frame of reference for how long each task 

will take to complete. As I noted earlier, delays are not 

uncommon but having. a schedule will help keep you, the 

author and team members on track. 

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

META DATA RECORD

I included a few elements that are not typical of metadata 

records because I use the publishing consulting model at the 

Brooklyn Writers Press. In time I may need to hire other 

consultants so that I can continue to offer one-on-one support.

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie


INDIE PUBLISHER

META DATA RECORD

At the Brooklyn Writers Press emerging writers in all genres 

are welcome to submit their work. You may decide to limit 

the genres you publish. This simple document can be 

tweaked to meet your preferences. 

www.brooklynwritersproject.com

https://dartfrogbooks.com/pages/dartfrog-indie
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What's Next? 

Marina

marina@thebrooklynwriters.com
 

I wish you all the best and much 
success on your indie publishing 
venture. If you have questions, please 
feel free to email me:

Want to attend a Workshop?
Register for Indie Publishing 101

(New York, New Jersey, Houston, Miami)

All the best,

Connect with me on Social Media

@brooklynwritersproject

@brooklynwritersproject

@thebklynwriters

www.brooklynwritersproject.com
www.brooklynwriterspress.com


